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I. INTRODUCTION 

This article uses comparative institutional analysis1 to evaluate the per-
formance of dispute resolution processes in the red wolf land-use conflict.2  The 
authors’ goal is to assess the possible impact of increased scientific capacity on 
the effectiveness of endangered species conflict resolution.  “Increased scientific 
capacity” refers to new techniques that challenge prevailing legal definitions of 
“species” or enhance the viability of an endangered species under the ESA.3 Ex-
amples include advances in genetics, which lead to clarifications of species purity 
or hybridization, and improved abilities to prevent extinction through captive 
breeding (controlled propagation) and reintroduction.  Case law and administra-
tive rules related to the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) have yet to incorporate 
increased scientific capacity coherently.  As one recent article posits, are the dis-
tinctions in species that affect ESA listing/delisting going to be justified in terms 
of “law or genetics”?4  This article highlights key instances of science outstrip-
ping the law, a trend that is increasingly studied by legal scholars, albeit in a 
piecemeal fashion.   

Legal scholars have already considered many of the issues presented 
both separately, and also with respect to current scientific capacity, including (1) 
delisting;5 (2) species definition;6 (3) captive breeding;7 and (4) reintroduction.8  

                                                      

 1. This article follows the form of comparative institutional analysis developed by 
NEIL K. KOMESAR, IMPERFECT ALTERNATIVES (1994), as adapted by Joshua M. Duke, An Institu-
tional and Behavioral Analysis of Land-Use Conflict Resolution (1998) (unpublished Ph.D. disser-
tation, University of Wisconsin-Madison) (on file with the University of Wisconsin-Madison li-
brary). 
 2. See generally Gibbs v. Babbitt, 214 F.3d 483 (4th Cir. 2000), cert. denied sub nom., 
531 U.S. 1145 (2001). 
 3. See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1532-1533 (2000). 
 4. Leslie Marshall Lewallen & Russell C. Brooks, Alsea Valley Alliance v. Evans and 
the Meaning of “Species” Under the Endangered Species Act: A Return to Congressional Intent, 
25 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 731, 732 (2002). 
 5. See, e.g., JOHN COPELAND NAGLE & J.B. RUHL, THE LAW OF BIODIVERSITY AND 

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT 125-29 (Robert C. Clark et al. eds., Foundation Press 2002); Holly 
Doremus, Listing Decisions Under the Endangered Species Act: Why Better Science Isn’t Always 
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The popular press also captures the contentiousness of these issues in conflicts 
that often lead to quasi-judicial or judicial challenges.9  This article argues that 
these issues collectively constitute an underlying legal problem in dealing with 
increased scientific capacity and that, by recognizing the common underlying 
sources of these conflicts, the clarity of the institutional environment for manag-
ing endangered species may improve. 

Although the manifestations of increased scientific capacity, their associ-
ated legal problems, and the conflicts that they give rise to seem somewhat inde-
pendent, they all raise the same issues: concerns about the application, both inor-
dinately lax and rigorous, of the ESA and its constitutional judicial review.  
There seems to be an emerging concern that the ESA is currently used to protect 
species that are scientifically different from the species that were originally 
listed.  To the extent that such concerns are based in fact, the ESA acts as a 
poorly rationalized instrument to achieve other goals, such as the preservation of 
important lands.  Furthermore, if future advances in the laboratory lead to in-
creased species viability, then disputes involving delisting, captive breeding pro-
grams, and reintroduction are likely to increase in frequency and intensity.  Stra-
tegic issues affecting policy are equally critical.  Scientific breakthroughs create 
new opportunities for disputing parties to advance their interests in quasi-judicial 
and judicial processes.  These strategic opportunities may arise by applying or by 
challenging increased scientific capacity to alter existing property rights alloca-
tions.  Taken together, these concerns indicate that increased scientific capacity 
raises questions about the coherence of endangered species management.  This, 
in turn, threatens to undercut popular support for the ESA. 

                                                      

Better Policy, 75 WASH. U. L.Q. 1029, 1130 (1997);  Holly Doremus & Joel E. Pagel, Why Listing 
May be Forever: Perspectives on Delisting Under the U.S. Endangered Species Act, 15 Conserva-
tion Biology No. 5 Oct. 2001, at 1258; Philip Kline, Comment, Grizzly Bear Blues: A Case Study of 
the Endangered Species Act’s Delisting Process and Recovery Plan Requirements, 31 ENVTL. L. 
371, 371-73 (2001). 
 6. See, e.g., Lewallen & Brooks, supra note 4, at 732; Kline, supra note 5, at 371. 
 7. See, e.g., NAGLE &  RUHL, supra note 5, at 125-29 (discussing the controversial 
captive breeding program for the California condor). 
 8. DALE D. GOBLE & ERIC T. FREYFOGLE, WILDLIFE LAW 1275-86 (Foundation Press, 
2002).   
 9. See generally Pauline Arrillaga, Efforts to Return Wolves and Other Imperiled Spe-
cies to the Wild Face Setbacks from Man to Animal, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS WIRE, Sept. 14, 2002; 
Mark Derr, Crossbreeding to Save Species and Create New Ones, N.Y. TIMES, July 9, 2002, at F3; 
Landowners, State Officials at Odds Over Squirrels and Development, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

WIRE, Oct. 29, 2001; Squirrels: Wildlife Agencies, Builders Clash Over Protections, Greenwire, 
Oct. 31, 2001. 
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A. The Application–Red Wolf Reintroduction 

The reintroduction of the North American red wolf (Canis rufus) in 
North Carolina is a leading ESA conflict, which has become well known for the 
“significant”10 legal decisions related to Gibbs.11  Gibbs involved a commerce 
clause challenge that came shortly after the U.S. Supreme Court “signaled a pos-
sible return to the more confined reading of”12 the clause with decisions in United 
States v. Lopez13 and Morrison v. United States.14  It was suggested that the ESAs 
basis in the “expansive reading”15 of the commerce clause might be in jeopardy.16  
Nevertheless, the Appellate Court opinion in Gibbs has been judged “properly 
determined”17 and has seemed to interpret Morrison as “rejecting further expan-
sion of Commerce Clause powers rather than as cutting into the currently ac-
cepted reach of those powers.”18  Gibbs also demonstrates that the ESAs taking 
provision can survive a constitutional test after Lopez.19  Gibbs “falls in line with 
previous court rulings”20 and solidifies the “connections between endangered 
species and commerce.”21  This article reviews the importance of Gibbs in terms 
of the many issues it raises with respect to increased scientific capacity.22 

The main conclusions from the analysis of the red wolf conflict are, first, 
that the quasi-judicial process is well positioned to handle increased scientific 
capacity because of its flexibility in establishing and refining rules.  This rein-
forces previous findings of quasi-judicial flexibility in the application of the 
ESA.23  Second, although quasi-judicial and judicial processes suffer flaws in the 

                                                      

 10. Edward A. Fitzgerald, Seeing Red: Gibbs v. Babbitt, 13 VILL. ENVTL. L.J. 1, 2 
(2002). 
 11. Gibbs v. Babbitt, 214 F.3d 483, 506 (4th Cir. 2000).    
 12. Walter Partain, Note, Morrison Overcome: Protecting Red Wolves and the Adminis-
trative State, 11 B.U. PUB. INT. L.J. 277, 278 (2002). 
 13.  United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 567 (1995). 
 14. See Morrison v. United States, 529 U.S. 598, 627 (2000).  
 15. Partain, supra note 12, at 278. 
 16. See David A. Linehan, Note, Endangered Regulation: Why the Commerce Clause 
May No Longer Be Suitable Habitat for Endangered Species and Wetlands Regulation, 2 TEX. REV. 
L. & POL. 365, 365 (1998). 
 17. Fitzgerald, supra note 10, at 3. 
 18. Partain, supra note 12, at 278. 
 19. Dave Owen, Note, Gibbs v. Babbitt, 28 ECOLOGY L.Q. 377, 378-79 (2001). 
 20. Mary Frances Patrick, Recent Developments in Case Law: Destroying the Myth of 
the Big, Bad Wolf: Red Wolf Protection in Gibbs v. Babbitt, 9 S.C. ENVTL. L.J. 253, 261 (2002). 
 21. Owen, supra note 19. 
 22. See generally Gibbs v. Babbitt, 531 U.S. 1145 (2001). 
 23. GOBLE & FREYFOGLE, supra note 8, at 1182 (pointing out that quasi-judicial flexibil-
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face of increased scientific capacity, no other resolution process is positioned to 
produce superior outcomes.  This conclusion is derived from the analysis of leg-
islative and market processes that preceded quasi-judicial and judicial resolution.  
Indeed, the combined but imperfect ability of quasi-judicial and judicial bodies to 
process disputes may be an appropriate alternative, or even superior to the legis-
lative solution, which is to revamp the ESA.  Hence, the comparative institutional 
analysis presented in this article arrives at substantially the same conclusion as 
Holly Doremus’ argument about the species definition problem: this problem 
does not necessitate better science or even a congressional correction of the 
“taxonomic ‘science charade’.”24  The choices at stake go beyond science.25  
Doremus believes that Congress could offer further listing guidance in light of 
species-definition problems and rely on agencies to develop and implement rules 
objectively.26  Alternatively, Doremus offers suggestions for agencies to solve the 
constraints of the “strictly science mandate” themselves.27  Thus, this article’s 
result about quasi-judicial ability to process conflicts with increased scientific 
capacity accords well with previous scholarship.  The primary policy implication 
is that until Congress amends the ESA to reflect increased scientific capacity, 
quasi-judicial resolution is imperfect, but flexible, and therefore will produce the 
most procedurally fair and substantively efficient resolution. 

                                                      

ity arises from ESA species definitions, which allow for subspecies and distinct population seg-
ments and arguing that quasi-judicial flexibility in making listing decisions may open the agencies 
up to political pressures and give them the freedom to avoid the most controversial listings).  
 24. Doremus, supra note 5, at 1132-34 (speculating that the flexibility of quasi-judicial 
species definitions will be sacrificed as science increasingly applies “DNA comparisons to deline-
ate groups”). 
 25. Id. at 1134 (stating   

The identification of groups eligible for protection is simply not a scientific ex-
ercise.  No universal basis exists for evaluating the extent to which any group 
of organisms embodies the full range of values the ESA protects.  Although 
many scientists and environmentalists would prefer not to have to face these 
difficult choices, they cannot be avoided.  It is plainly impossible to preserve 
every individual creature, or even every identifiable group.  Much as we might 
prefer to avoid them, choices will inevitably be made, and they cannot be made 
on the objective basis envisioned by advocates of “better” scientific distinc-
tions). 

 26. Id. at 1135. 
 27. Id. at 1138. 
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B. The Structure of the Inquiry 

In the second section, the legal and policy problems associated with in-
creased scientific capacity are circumscribed through a review of legal scholar-
ship on related issues, select scientific evidence, and reference to illustrative con-
flicts.  Section three describes the comparative institutional analysis method de-
veloped by Neil K. Komesar28 and adapted to the analysis of individual conflicts 
by Joshua M. Duke.29  Sections four to six present the analysis of the historical 
progression of the red wolf conflict.  The analytical results are suggestive of the 
relative performance of all the resolution processes in the presence of increased 
scientific capacity.  Finally, section seven suggests possible conclusions that can 
be drawn and policy implications associated with those conclusions. 

II. LAW, POLICY, AND INCREASED SCIENTIFIC CAPACITY 

Complications associated with increased scientific capacity have mainly 
arisen from advancements in genetic research, which provide more precise de-
scriptions of species, in addition to other scientific advances, which provide im-
proved abilities to preserve life.  Increased scientific capacity has also enhanced 
the identification of hybrids and captive breeding technologies.  Although the 
ESA requires that listing decisions be made using scientific information,30 John 
Copeland Nagle and J.B. Ruhl described the listing process as being less certain 
than might be implied by the language in the ESA.31  Nagle and Ruhl also note 
that the ESA does not require the government or anyone else to conduct research 
in making listing decisions, and thus “scientific uncertainty regarding the status 
of a species”32 pervades the process.   

This section reviews the effects of increased scientific capacity on spe-
cies definition (with concomitant listing/delisting debates), identification of hy-
brids, and captive breeding (with reintroduction).  Legal scholarship, scientific, 
and popular sources raise key scientific and policy debates.  The main synthetic 
result of this review is that increased scientific capacity complicates the admini-

                                                      

 28. See generally KOMESAR, supra note 1.  
 29. See generally Duke, supra note 1. 
 30. 16 U.S.C. § 1533 (b)(1)(A) (2000). 
 31. NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 5, at 137 (stating “The quality of the scientific evidence 
supporting ESA listing decisions has been controversial in recent years.”).   
 32. Id. at 137-38 (noting that a cooperative policy, not a rule, adopted in 1994 by the 
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service provide scientific peer review 
for listing decisions). 
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stration and judicial review of the ESA with increasing frequency.  A second 
result is that, in each instance, Congress and the courts have relied on the flexibil-
ity of the quasi-judicial process to determine precise conflict outcomes. 

A. Species Definitions, Listing, and Delisting 

The definition of species in the ESA differs from some other definitions33 
in that it includes subspecies and distinct population segments.34  The ESA does 
not define the term “species” itself.35  The ESA also lacks a specific definition for 
subspecies,36 which, coupled with the option of creating distinct population seg-
ments, has made species-listings decisions especially controversial.37  For in-
stance, the grizzly bear has several separate “species” listings for various distinct 
population segments.38 

Distinct population segments have been a popular vehicle for offering 
enhanced protection for species, as well as defining one dimension of the scien-
tific and policy debate for landowners seeking to argue against certain protec-
tions.39  Lack of definitional specificity has also provided an opportunity for 
landowners to challenge the application of the ESA.40  In practice, the classifica-
tion process of endangered species has been characterized as ambiguous and 
simplistic.41  Congress intended to delegate authority to list subspecies, although 
it has been argued that congressional intent did not include the observed level of 
“administrative agency creativity in defining ‘sub-subspecies’.”42  The listing of 
sub-subspecies has been especially contentious with respect to the various list-

                                                      

 33. Kline, supra note 5, at 380. 
 34. 16 U.S.C. § 1532(16) (1994) (stating “The term ‘species’ includes any subspecies of 
fish or wildlife or plants, and any distinct population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or 
wildlife which interbreeds when mature . . . .”). 
 35. See NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 5, at 126. 
 36. Id. at 127. 
 37. Lewallen & Brooks, supra note 4, at 741. 
 38. Kline, supra note 5, at 380. 
 39. GOBLE & FREYFOGLE, supra note 8, at 1182 (suggesting factors for determining a 
distinct population segment as published in the Federal Register, but not acting as a regulation).   
 40. NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 5, at 126-27  (noting several examples of such chal-
lenges, including the red-bellied turtle and the Arizona leatherflower, and have noted as a possibil-
ity that a species may even be removed from the list based on new evidence of whether or not it is a 
distinct species).   
 41. Kevin D. Hill, What Do We Mean by Species?, 20 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 239, 
257 (1993). 
 42. Lewallen & Brooks, supra note 4, at 732. 
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ings of salmon.43  A recent U.S. District Court decision has limited the National 
Marine Fisheries Service’s ability to create sub-subspecies of salmon,44 and the 
decision may have implications for other listed species.45  In this case, as in oth-
ers, judicial review allows courts to temper and reshape some quasi-judicial deci-
sions.  Nevertheless, the imprecision with which definitions are given to species, 
subspecies, and distinct population segments also signals congressional reliance 
on quasi-judicial flexibility.  

If increased scientific capacity has improved the application of the ESA, 
then one might expect the ability to delist would arise.  Delisting requires the 
satisfaction of at least one of three prerequisites: (1) extinction, (2) recovery, or 
(3) original data for classification in error.46  There is a political push for delisting 
a recovered species because it shows that the ESA works.47  Nevertheless, listings 
vastly outnumber delistings,48 partly because delisting is as contentious for envi-
ronmental interests as listing is for landowners.  Delisting requires a recovery 
plan that resolves the issues leading to the listing decision.  Holly Doremus and 
Joel E. Pagel, however, argue that for many species, the ESA provides the spe-
cies’ only protection, and delisting would likely require affirmative protection 
from another set of regulations.49  Since many of the same human activities that 
fostered initial degradation continue, ongoing management activities are typically 
necessary to prevent extinction.50 

In the extreme, genetic advances may allow for cloning of extinct or 
near-extinct animals and then reintroducing them to their historic habitat or even 
new habitats.  Scientific efforts and academic debates have already begun to ad-
dress the possibility of cloning endangered species.51  Nagel and Ruhl question 
whether federal criteria used to justify captive breeding could also be used to 
justify cloning.52  Certainly, quasi-judicial bodies responsible for ESA implemen-
tation have few guidelines to direct their decision making in the event that clon-

                                                      

 43. See id. at 731. 
 44. See Alcea Valley Alliance v. Evans, 161 F. Supp. 2d 1154, 1163-64 (D. Or. 2001). 
 45. See Lewallen & Brooks, supra note 4, at 732. 
 46. 50 C.F.R. § 424.11(d) (2003). 
 47. Doremus & Pagel, supra note 5, at 1259. 
 48. Id. at 1260. 
 49. Id. at 1259. 
 50. See Holly Doremus, The Rhetoric and Reality of Nature Protection: Toward a New 
Discourse, 57 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 11, 56 (2000) (discussing that “Ongoing management efforts 
are often necessary to compensate for the effect of past actions, or current actions outside the des-
ignated reserves.”).   
 51. See NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 5, at 67. 
 52. Id. 
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ing conflicts emerge.  Moreover, it is likely that if cloning of endangered species 
is realized, then the first rights assignments will occur at quasi-judicial bodies 
under ESA authority with no clear mandate or direction from Congress. 

B. Identification of Hybrids 

Hybridization in the laboratory or in the barn often improves the viability 
of a species by increasing genetic diversity.  Yet, natural and controlled hybridi-
zation of endangered species tends to corrupt the species distinction that led to 
the initial listing.  As such, the ESAs rules on hybrids have been called “an espe-
cially acute definitional problem.”53  Genetic advances verify that hybridization 
of some endangered species is occurring or has occurred, which raises questions 
about the integrity of the species that is listed and whether landowners should 
remain constrained after hybridization has been demonstrated.   

Increased scientific capacity has allowed DNA testing for hybridization 
within species that show no outward signs of mixing.  For instance, a recent ge-
nomic study has verified that many bison have bison-cow hybrid ancestries.54  
This hybridization occurred long before the scientifically managed reintroduc-
tion; scientists suggest that hybrid bison may have descended from the actions of 
five private ranchers who crossbred the bison with cattle about one-hundred 
years ago.55  Bison numbers have recovered from under 1,000 in 1900 to between 
200,00056 and 300,000 now.57  Yet, new research has shown that, genetically, 
perhaps as few as 15,000 are pure bison.58  Issues concerning the genetic purity of 
a species threatened with extinction, therefore, pre-date modern genetics and the 
ESA. 

Hybridization now involves more than species corruption.  Scientific ca-
pacities raise the possibility that hybridization can be used to inject new genes 
into threatened species to increase their fitness or numbers.59  The first species for 
which laboratory hybridization prevented extinction was the endangered Florida 

                                                      

 53. Id. at 126. 
 54. See T.J. Ward et al., Differential Introgression of Uniparentally Inherited Markers 
in Bison Populations with Hybrid Ancestries, Animal Genetics 32(2), 89-91 (2001).   
 55. Mark Derr, Genetically, Bison Don’t Measure up to Frontier Ancestors, N.Y. TIMES, 
Apr. 23, 2002, at F2. 
 56. Ward et al., supra note 54, at 89. 
 57. Mark Derr, supra note 55, at F2. 
 58. Id. 
 59. See Mark Derr, Crossbreeding to Save Species and Create New Ones, N.Y. TIMES, 
July 9, 2002, at F3. 
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panther, which was bred with a Texas cougar in the 1990s.60  Some members of 
the panther population have also been found to be hybrids of Costa Rican pumas 
released decades ago.61 

The red wolf is a leading example of the hybridization (gray wolf and 
coyote)62 of an ESA protected species and the regulatory complications it creates.  
The scientists who found evidence of the hybridization of the Florida panther 
have also cited evidence of red wolf hybridization and have argued that hybrids 
and hybrid zones should be better reflected in conservation legislation.63  Some 
support the call for refined legislation,64 but others question the scientific basis of 
the wolf hybridization claim.65  Stephen J. O’Brien and Ernst Mayr argue that 
hybridization has caused “anxiety generated in the scientific-conservation com-
munity over the enforcement of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s ‘hybrid pol-
icy,’ which excludes ‘hybrids’ from protection.”66  The ability of quasi-judicial 
bodies to creatively interpret hybridization issues will likely be increasingly chal-
lenged as scientific capacity continues to expand. 

C. Captive Breeding and Reintroduction 

Increased scientific capacity improves the ability to preserve and 
enhance species numbers through captive breeding, though captive breeding also 
may somewhat alter ESA intent and scope vis-à-vis habitat because of 
reintroduction.  Captive breeding and reintroduction were explicitly authorized 
by ESA amendments in 1978 and 1982.  However, recent reintroductions have 
extended the ESA into habitats for which neighboring landowners had no reason 
to expect constraints when the amendments were passed.  Given the pace of 
genetic research, the possibility of cloning and then reintroducing an endangered 
species may soon become a real issue. 

Captive breeding programs are by no means automatically employed for 
every species.  They may be authorized by satisfying certain criteria, such as the 
                                                      

 60. See id. 
 61. Id. 
 62. Partain, supra note 12, at 280. 
 63. S.J. O’Brien et al., Genetic Introgression within the Florida Panther Felis Concolor 
Coryi, 6 Nat’l Geographic Research 485 (1990). 
 64. George D. Amato, Species Hybridization and Protection of Endangered Animals, 
253 SCIENCE 250, 250 (1991).   
 65. Ronald M. Nowak, Species Hybridization and Protection of Endangered Animals, 
253  SCIENCE 250, 250-51 (1991). 
 66. Stephen J. O’Brien & Ernst Mayr, Species Hybridization and Protection of Endan-
gered Animals, 253 SCIENCE 251, 252-53 (1991). 
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inadequacy of efforts to save a species in the wild.67  Captive breeding was ini-
tially circumscribed by the 1978 Amendments to the ESA, which introduced “re-
covery planning.”  This provision required the appropriate Secretary to “develop 
and implement plans . . . for the conservation and survival of endangered species 
and threatened species”68 and allowed him or her to “procure the services of ap-
propriate public and private agencies and institutions, and other qualified per-
sons.”69  Congress authorized the funding of “recovery teams” to help implement 
the recovery plans.  The lack of a definition for “recovery” has been noted,70 and 
this imprecision again represents legislative deference to the quasi-judicial proc-
ess, which is more flexible. 

By itself, captive breeding insufficiently conserves endangered species.  
Doremus argues that “captive species, divorced from any natural ecosystem, have 
no ecological value.”71  Reintroduction, therefore, is affected, critically, by habi-
tat conservation.  Reintroduction relies on the spreading of extinction risks that 
would otherwise be borne by a geographically isolated species with limited num-
bers.72  Yet some landowners, concerned with the constraints that may be placed 
on their land, oppose reintroductions.73  Reintroduction is probably so contentious 
from the landowners’ perspective because they have less reason to expect con-
straints than landowners would who had been living in the area of a species that 
may one day be listed.  The contentiousness of reintroductions should increase 
with the length of time the population was absent from the targeted habitat be-
cause this period coincides with limited constraints of private land uses.   During 
this unconstrained period, landowners have an opportunity to manifest reasonable 
investment-backed expectations and thus bolster future regulatory takings chal-
lenges.   

To attenuate objections to reintroductions, Congress amended the ESA in 
1982 to allow for “experimental populations.”74  Experimental status, in part, 
allows the appropriate Secretary to classify the experimental population as non-
essential and select which of the taking prohibitions would apply.75  The conces-

                                                      

 67. NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 5, at 66. 
 68. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(f)(1) (2000). 
 69. Id. § 1533(f)(2). 
 70. GOBLE & FREYFOGLE, supra note 8, at 1264. 
 71. Holly Doremus, Restoring Endangered Species: The Importance of Being Wild, 23 
HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 1, 13 (1999). 
 72. GOBLE & FREYFOGLE, supra note 8, at 1275. 
 73. Id.   
 74. Id. 
 75. Id. at 1275-77 (discussing takings prohibitions and other aspects of experimental 
status). 
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sions to landowners afforded by experimental status have not averted legal con-
flicts.  The red wolf conflict provides an example of landowners pursuing further 
legal protections of their interests, even after such concessions are offered.  Some 
have argued that this set of procedures relies on quasi-judicial flexibility in man-
aging reintroduced species,76 but some also questioned the legal purity of the 
experimental designation if intermingling between reintroduced and wild popula-
tions occurs.77 

The nonessential-experimental designation is rarely used, and to date, 
only fourteen populations have been reintroduced.78  The first population was the 
Delmarva fox squirrel,79 which was reintroduced in 1984 to southern Delaware 
after fifty years of being extinct in the area.80  Although the Delmarva fox squir-
rel in this area may only have numbered 15081 by 2001, an estimated forty-
thousand acres of Sussex County, Delaware – 1/32 of the entire state – is affected 
by this quasi-judicial decision under ESA authority.82  The main obstacle to rein-
troduction in 1984 was seen to be accidental takings by hunters.83  As such, an 
exemption allowed hunters to avoid the penalty of up to $25,000 for accidental 
takings.84  The main threat now, however, is from development.  The period after 
reintroduction of the Delmarva fox squirrel has coincided with increasing resi-
dential growth in and around the area designated as habitat.85  As a result, land-
use and legal conflicts that may not have been foreseen in 1984 are now preva-
lent as a result of the reintroduction. 

Wolves have been at the center of the reintroduction debate, with four of 
the populations reintroduced.86  The Mexican gray wolf has been reintroduced 
into Arizona and New Mexico,87 and the other reintroductions of the gray wolf in 
Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming have been so successful that delisting may soon 
occur.88  Although reintroduction has been “essential” to recovery of the red 

                                                      

 76. See Owen, supra note 19, at 380. 
 77. See GOBLE & FREYFOGLE, supra note 8, at 1284. 
 78. Id. at 1285. 
 79. Id. 
 80. Landowners, State Officials at Odds Over Squirrels and Development, supra note 9.   
 81. Squirrels: Wildlife Agencies, Builders Clash Over Protections, supra note 9.   
 82. See Landowners, State Officials at Odds Over Squirrels and Development, supra 
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wolf,89 the red wolf reintroduction into North Carolina preceded the others and 
may be the most contentious.  For instance, the red wolf reintroduction has af-
fected private landowners more so than other wolf reintroductions, which tend to 
involve more ranchers on leased land.90  The red wolf also was later reintroduced 
in Tennessee, but this effort was unsuccessful and the wolves were removed in 
1998.91  Since the red wolf conflict embodies species definition, hybridization, 
captive breeding, and reintroduction issues, it is a useful illustration of how dif-
ferent resolution processes handle endangered species conflicts in the presence of 
increased scientific capacity. 

III. THE COMPARATIVE INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS METHOD 

Various forms of comparative institutional analysis have been developed, 
though all seem to recognize the insufficiency of judging the performance of 
conflict resolution in a single resolution process without comparing the perform-
ance relative to other processes.  This article draws conclusions by analyzing 
data, which are systematically collected, across seven main processes of conflict 
resolution: markets, quasi-markets, legislatures, quasi-judicial bodies, judiciaries, 
alternative dispute resolution processes, and moral suasion. 

Comparative institutional analysis requires the assessment of the per-
formance of each resolution process in terms of its ability to achieve social goals 
relative to the performance of other processes.  Social goals are typically di-
chotomized as fairness and efficiency.92  These goals are operationalized for this 
article.  Fairness is taken to be a multidimensional ethical issue involving three 
main facets.  First, freedom and rights capture an individual’s ability to use prop-
erty in his or her interest or to be protected from another’s use of property.  Sec-
ond, equality demands that the opportunities and outcomes of conflict resolution 
not clearly be to the detriment of one party, this definition is similar to the sub-
stantive due process standard in judicial resolution.  Third, justice requires that 
the benefits and burdens of policy do not fall unduly on one party.  Collectively, 
the performance of resolution processes can be judged by how well their out-
comes achieve fairness. 
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The efficiency goal has been cast as resource allocation efficiency.93  For 
judicial processes, this criterion means that judges and juries should balance so-
cial costs and benefits, or the “aggregate impacts” of judicial rulings.94  Alterna-
tively, this perspective has been formalized as allocating rights to those who 
value them the most.95  Resolution processes, then, are judged by the degree to 
which their outcomes maximize the net social benefits available from scarce re-
sources.  In this article, the choice is reduced to the social value of land uses 
when wolves are afforded protection versus when they are not. 

Komesar’s approach analyzes decision making at institutional processes 
by questioning what decides rather than what is decided.96  In other words, com-
parative institutional analysis asks which resolution process is best positioned to 
resolve conflict.  Since each decision-making body is imperfect, the analysis 
seeks to identify conditions under which certain resolution processes tend to 
minimize deficiencies.97  Komesar also proposes analytical criteria for assessing 
institutional performance, which he terms the “participation-centered ap-
proach.”98  The participation-centered approach evaluates the relative abilities of 
“important institutional actors common to all the” resolution processes to defend 
their interests, i.e., participate.99  Numerous questions were assessed including 
how easy is it for parties to get their voices heard and are any parties systemati-
cally excluded from certain resolution processes?  The costs of participation vary 
across resolution processes and, inequitable distributions of cost may suggest 
shortcomings in institutional performance.  Komesar’s comparative institutional 
analysis has been previously adapted to many important legal questions.  Kome-
sar has used it to evaluate tort law, constitutional law, and judicial review.100  
Others have used these techniques to study the gun industry101 and cyberspace.102  
Duke adapts comparative institutional analysis from macro-level legal issues to 
assess performance in individual land-use conflicts. 
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Individual land-use conflicts are delimited spatially and are restricted in 
terms of the parties involved.  Comparative institutional analysis works best by 
identifying two private parties competing for the use of a natural resource.  Par-
ties are defined as private individuals or collections of individuals who have 
shared interests.  Each party may have many members.  Governmental bodies 
and catalytic subgroups103 may represent the interests of a given party during 
quasi-judicial and judicial stages of conflict and, although such representation 
lowers the costs of participation, the private parties’ interests remain at stake.  
Defining parties in this way allows for the development of a parallel analytical 
structure for evaluating participation and thus the performance of resolution 
processes.  In this conflict, the parties are labeled the “landowners” and the “en-
vironmentalists” for clarity. 

The ability of parties to defend their interests may be evaluated by fac-
tors that increase or decrease the relative costs of participating in resolution proc-
esses, including the following criteria: (1) average per capita stakes; (2) informa-
tion costs; (3) contracting costs; (4) enforcement costs; (5) organizational costs; 
(6) group cohesiveness; (7) sophistication; (8) wealth; and (9) number of mem-
bers in each party.  Duke offers the “environmental transactions” method as a 
systematic way to collect conflict data, which are commensurable.  Environ-
mental transactions occur each time a resolution process identifies conflict win-
ners and losers.104  As such, each resolution process assigns what might be termed 
“appellate rights” or “conditional rights.”105  If the conflict were to end after any 
resolution, then an environmental transaction has occurred if the winner would be 
the right holder and the loser would be the duty bearer.  With parties identified, 
the analysis locates the origins of the conflict prior to activation of the environ-
mental harm.  For the red wolf conflict, this would be a historic period in North 
Carolina when the red wolf habitat was not scarce and, thus, the red wolf had no 
need to compete with humans for the use of this habitat.   

The comparative institutional analysis will be presented in three sections.  
Section four reviews this conflict “background” and identifies the parties.  Then, 
over time, a series of resolution processes acted to assign rights and duties as 
competition for the habitat increased.  The environmental transaction method 
describes these resolution processes in section five.  Each attempted resolution 
has its own issues and outcomes that can then be compared for its performance in 
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resolving the conflict.  Section six applies the participation-centered approach to 
assess the performance of the two most important resolution processes: quasi-
judicial and judicial. 

IV. BACKGROUND—GIBBS 

In contrast to the Commerce Clause aspects of Gibbs – which had gener-
ated notoriety for the case – this article evaluates the performance of the resolu-
tion processes that resolved the conflict from its origins until the judicial process-
ing.  Identification of the key characteristics that explain why the conflict giving 
rise to Gibbs persisted until the denial of certiorari at the Supreme Court is of 
particular interest.  These characteristics distinguish Gibbs from other environ-
mental conflicts, many of which never mature past the most rudimentary legisla-
tive or regulatory decisions.   

The systematic review of the history begins by locating the underlying 
conflict in an ecological context.  This historical perspective clarifies the private 
parties to the conflict and their interests.  Indeed, each dispute originates as a 
conflict of interest in which the underlying issue is which party will bear the ex-
ternal cost of the other party’s preferred use of land?  This background section 
reviews the ecological setting, the parties and their interests, and concludes with 
a formal classification of Hohfeldian106 correlates. 

A. The Red Wolf and its Habitat 

The conflict arose from a series of interactions between humans and the 
natural habitat in North Carolina long before the litigants came into conflict with 
one another.  The red wolf reintroduction occurred in and around what is now 
known as the Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge (“ARNWR”) in eastern 
North Carolina, which was thought to be part of the wolves’ former habitat.107  
The area was apparently settled during the eighteenth century,108 though the 
land’s abundance of lowland marshes and swamps may initially have been per-
ceived to be unsuitable for agriculture.  The soils in the coastal regions of North 
Carolina were eventually found to be richer than inland soils in addition to being 
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well-stocked with fish and timber.109  Plantation agriculture of crops, including 
tobacco, and livestock dominated the land uses in these years.110  Crop land uses, 
however, continually depleted the soils and forced farmers to clear more land.111  
The forest reclaimed abandoned fields from the initial agricultural land uses.112 

The accepted mindset of this era favored predator eradication,113 which 
undoubtedly included the red wolves.  Although domestic pets and livestock are 
not common prey for red wolves,114 conflicts between agricultural and natural 
land uses probably intensified over time and thereby reinforced anti-predator 
practices.  Predator control programs assisted with eradication.115  This included 
wolf bounties awarded in North Carolina between 1768 and 1789.116   Systematic 
eradication probably pushed the remaining wolves to the most remote areas be-
fore they were completely eliminated from the region. 

The timber industry in coastal North Carolina expanded after the Civil 
War.117  Timber was harvested from oak, pine, hickory, cypress, and Atlantic 
white cedar.118  Over harvesting of cedar significantly altered the balance of the 
ecosystem and caused the marshes and swamps in the area to expand.119  Rail-
roads were built to accommodate the logging industry, and an accompanying 
population boom lasted from the early 1900s until the 1950s.120  Despite the lack 
of sustainable land uses in this area, the progression of human interactions with 
red wolves’ habitat led to continual degradation and encroachment.   

B. Toward Extinction and Recovery: Red Wolf Numbers 

The red wolf was first described in 1791 and first recognized as a distinct 
species in 1905.121  Yet, it is unclear when wolves disappeared from North Caro-
lina.  The red wolves’ historic range is considered to be the southern areas of the 
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United States, from Pennsylvania southwesterly to Texas.122  However, by the 
1930s, the two remaining populations of red wolves were in Arkansas, Okla-
homa, and Missouri, and southern Louisiana and Texas.123  In 1962, the possibil-
ity of extinction was recognized by scientists.124  Federal predator control pro-
grams in Texas, where many of the last red wolves lived, were stopped in 1966.125  
As their numbers diminished, coyotes increasingly encroached on the red 
wolves’ habitat.126  The origins of the hybridization issues may have arisen after 
this encroachment as red wolves that had difficulties finding mates bred with 
coyotes.127 

Captive breeding was initiated in 1969 when the first wolf was placed in 
the Point Defiance Zoo in Washington State.128  The formal captive breeding pro-
gram began to remove the remaining red wolves in 1973.129  Although more than 
four hundred wolves were captured, only forty were judged to be genetically 
pure.130  Most of the captured hybrids were destroyed.131  In 1980, the last four-
teen red wolves, residing in Texas and Louisiana, were removed from the wild.132  
By one report, of the forty genetically pure wolves placed at the Point Defiance 
Zoo for breeding, only fourteen successfully bred but these produced 220 off-
spring.133  Of these, one third were destroyed as hybrids and one third died natu-
rally.134  The population numbered seventy-five in 1987.135  The number of cap-
tive-breeding centers increased and reached thirty-five separate facilities by 
1997.136   
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Forty-two wolves were reintroduced in the ARNWR area between 1987 
and 1992.137  ARNWR is located on a peninsula and is an ideal habitat for the 
wolves, in part, because it is bordered by water and non-livestock agricultural 
operations.138  At least seventy percent of reintroduced wolves were quickly re-
captured and returned to captivity.139  A second reintroduction in Tennessee was 
started in 1993,140 but this was abandoned.141  Throughout the 1990s, private 
agreements and acquisitions provided additional lands in the vicinity of ARNWR 
for wolf habitat.142  These new lands provided a critical mass of habitat for the 
wolves, but suffered in that they brought the wolves into the proximity of private 
land and homes.143  By 1998, forty-one wolves were located on private land and 
thirty-four were in the ARNWR.144  It was estimated that, by 2000, ninety-five 
red wolves existed in the wild and 136 in captivity.145  Coyotes continue to be a 
significant threat to the red wolves since they share habitat, food, and mating.146  
The FWS sterilized coyotes in the area.147 

The reintroduction of captive-bred wolves marked a turning point in the 
red wolf's recovery.  Two main challenges faced the FWS.  The scientific chal-
lenge required the FWS to manage, biologically, the red wolves and alter land-
use patterns to promote a sustainable population.  The policy challenge involved 
making the necessary land-use patterns as palatable as possible to the local popu-
lation.  With the increased flexibility provided by the 1982 ESA amendments, 
biologists and environmentalists hoped to be able to dispel swiftly any public 
opposition to reintroduction.148  Landowner cooperation was sought through the 
experimental designation, yet the success of the red wolf reintroduction depended 
upon minimizing wolf-human interactions.149  To this end, the FWS worked 
quickly to remove problem wolves, including those who tolerated human interac-
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tion or attacked livestock.150  When interactions did occur, however, the experi-
mental designation offered landowners “increased flexibility in wolf manage-
ment” including attenuation of the taking prohibitions.151 

C. The Landowners Party and Participation Costs 

North Carolina landowners in Dare, Washington, Tyrell, Hyde, and 
Beaufort Counties,152 all near the ARNWR, bore many of the costs of the initial 
reintroduction and eventual roaming of the red wolves onto private land.  These 
costs include direct risks, however unlikely,153 to livestock, pets, and humans, in 
addition to indirect burdens, such as the limitation on land uses associated with 
the accommodation of the reintroduced red wolves.  Prior to reintroduction, 
landowners did not need to account for the red wolves in making land-use or 
land-management decisions.154  Landowners could not be reasonably expected to 
anticipate the changes to neighboring lands, which occurred in the 1980s, includ-
ing the designation of federal wildlife refuges or the reintroduction plan.155  
Therefore, it is not surprising that landowners tended to pursue land uses which 
were somewhat incompatible with a natural environment.156  Unconstrained, these 
land-uses would neither guarantee a sustainable wolf population, nor would they 
tolerate wolves that inadvertently wandered off their protected lands and onto 
private land.157  Despite this lack of accommodation, landowners tended to pursue 
rural and agricultural land uses prior to reintroduction that revealed a lower rela-
tive scarcity of land than one would find in many exurban and more-productive 
agriculture areas.158  From an efficiency perspective, therefore, the social oppor-
tunity cost of reintroduction may have been comparatively low in the ARNWR 
region.159  Equity, however, requires that those who bear the social costs of rein-
troduction also share, substantively, in the social benefits.160   
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The affected landowners included homeowners and farmers.161  County 
and state officials represented the interests of these owners.162  Farmers contended 
that the red wolf posed a threat to their livestock and would cause undue losses 
through depredation.163  Richard Lee Mann, whose shooting in 1990 of a wolf 
threatening his cattle precipitated the judicial resolution of this conflict, is in-
cluded in this group.164  Homeowners living within the counties believed that 
their safety was threatened outdoors and, with free-roaming predators in the vi-
cinity, they also bore psychic costs.  It must be stressed that not all landowners 
share the concerns of the “landowner” party.165  Although anti-wolf fears have 
persisted among landowners, many landowners also supported reintroduction.166  
For instance, a survey in eleven eastern North Carolina counties found that a 
large majority of residents believe that the reintroduction program is “important” 
and would be willing to contribute money to support it.167  Landowners also de-
rive direct benefits from wolves, which control deer, raccoon, and rodent popula-
tions.168  

The landowners’ party is primarily characterized by a small group of 
high per-capita stakes residents in the five surrounding counties of ARNWR.  
The region is not heavily populated.  Residents in these counties account for only 
1.2% of the population of North Carolina, and Hyde and Tyrrell Counties are the 
two least densely populated counties in the State.169  The first wolves reintro-
duced were estimated to affect approximately 1400 people living in Dare 
County.170  These residents also tend to be less wealthy than in other areas of 
North Carolina.171   
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After the conflict reached national prominence, catalytic subgroups such 
as the Pacific Legal Foundation joined local governments in supporting the inter-
ests of the North Carolina landowners.  The state governments also represented 
the landowner party in the judicial resolutions because the legal issue centered on 
a state statute.  This representation provides the landowner party with a high level 
of sophistication and resources, which are necessary to pursue, aggressively, their 
claims in legislative and judicial resolution.  Nevertheless, because of the higher 
variance in their per capita stakes, the landowners may be less cohesive as a 
group than the environmental party, which had nearly perfect uniform low per 
capita stakes.  Due to collective-action problems and varying stakes, inter-county 
and intra-county organizational costs are likely to be high.  These groups also 
used moral suasion172 to overcome some of the organizational costs, mainly by 
communicating human safety and livestock-depredation fears through newspa-
pers.173  The response of local and state representatives to the reintroduction 
seemed to correspond with these concerns initially made using moral suasion.  A 
small subset of the landowners also absorbed resolution costs such as fines and 
initial litigation costs.  Catalytic subgroups and the State of North Carolina, how-
ever, likely absorbed the litigation costs from the main judicial transactions. 

D. The Environmentalist Party and Participation Costs 

Members of the local and broader communities who have an interest in 
reintroducing the red wolf to this area represent the opposing side of the conflict.  
This group is termed “environmentalists,” even though many would not think of 
themselves as such.  The environmentalist party has two separate factions:  those 
who derive use values from the reintroduction and those who derive non-use val-
ues. 

Local environmentalists in the ARNWR area and other members of the 
community may derive use values from seeking out and viewing wolves, or they 
hold pecuniary interests from supplying tourist opportunities.  Among the 
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broader communities, eco-tourists enjoy augmented use of the conserved re-
sources.  Scientists also value the red wolf reintroduction for the scientific data it 
produces.  The court in Gibbs cited four market-based activities—equivalent to 
“use values”—that warrant the application of the commerce clause: (1) promot-
ing tourism;174 (2) scientific research;175 (3) possible resumption of the trade in fur 
pelts;176 and (4) agricultural products and livestock.177   The Gibbs Court noted an 
unpublished study that claims tourism revenues associated with the red wolf rein-
troduction could range from $39,610,000 to $183,650,000 per year.178  Although 
members of the environmentalist party holding use values have higher per capita 
stakes than the non-use-value members, they may have a less important voice in 
quasi-judicial and judicial resolution processes because these processes tend to be 
dominated by the catalytic subgroups representing the low average-per-capita 
stake members. 

The largest group in this party includes the broader environmentalist 
community, whose members hold non-use values for the wolves.  Their non-use 
values arise from an intrinsic appreciation of the wolves’ and the habitat on pub-
lic and private lands that results from the restrictions on land use required to pro-
tect the wolves.  The parties’ interest in red wolves arises, in part, from protect-
ing species diversity and reaping the nonmarket benefits of promoting this spe-
cies of “charismatic megafauna.”179  Ecologically, large predators may signify a 
healthy ecosystem with an abundance of lower-level flora and fauna.  These non-
use values are often classified by economists as existence values (knowing the 
resource exists even if the person does not intend to visit), option value (preserv-
ing the option to visit the resource in the future), stewardship value (deriving 
utility from knowing one is a good steward of a collectively owned resource), 
and bequest value (knowing that certain resource management practices will al-
low future generations to enjoy the resource).  A study estimates the non-use 
values for the Red Wolf Recovery Program to be $18,430,000 per year.180 

Most members of the environmentalist party represent a low per capita 
stakes majority in this conflict.  Those members deriving use values have higher 
per capita stakes, but are nevertheless well-aligned with the majority, who hold 
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only non-use values.  The costs associated with organizing large numbers of 
stakeholders are attenuated for the environmentalist party because they are repre-
sented—since the early stages of formal resolution—by catalytic subgroups such 
as the Defenders of Wildlife, National Wildlife Federation, World Wildlife Fund, 
and Environmental Defense Fund.181  Catalytic subgroups collect the interests of 
their members and then speak with a single voice.  These groups also have sub-
stantial resources and expertise in affecting outcomes in judicial and legislative 
resolution processes.  The environmental groups representing the environmental-
ists’ interests pursue educational and recreational-outdoor programs that not only 
raise awareness and appreciation of the red wolves’ plight but also may attract 
significant amounts of money through tourism and further expand their base of 
support.182 

 

E. Property Rights Relationships 

Wesley Hohfeld offered a framework for describing property rights re-
gimes in a conflict and the relationship of each conflicting party vis-à-vis one 
another.183  Conflicts originate in informal, or presumptive rights regimes, where 
one party may act with privilege and a second party has no correlative right.184  In 
the red wolf conflict, landowners originally had a privilege to manage their lands, 
and the wolves living there, in any way that maximized their private benefits 
from land use and without regard for whether or not they jeopardized the inter-
ests of the environmentalist party.  Economists define the harm in this conflict of 
interests as an externality.185  Resolution commences with actions by the party 
with no Hohfeldian right, since the privileged party has little incentive to formal-
ize its privilege.  With the initial legislative resolution, the environmentalist party 
made claims upon the state to protect their interests as rights.   

Coase argued that in conflicts such as these, the initial allocation of 
rights has no effect on the final allocation (when transaction costs are low) be-
cause, if necessary, markets will be used to reallocate rights.186  The red wolf con-
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flict undoubtedly has high relative transactions costs (including organization 
costs) because there are a large number of disputants in each party and many 
have low per capita stakes.  Accordingly, the red wolf conflict would be an in-
stance where the market is likely not available to resolve this conflict and the 
initial rights allocation will have an effect on efficiency.187  The process by which 
the rights regime was formalized—and Hohfeldian rights and duties188 were as-
signed—is systematically studied in the next section. 

V. ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSACTIONS IN GIBBS 

Most key events in the red wolf conflict occur during environmental 
“transactions.”  Each of these transactions between disputing parties contains 
instances of conditional rights assignment, usually with one party winning and 
the other party losing every time a resolution process occurs.  Conditional rights 
become fully formal Hohfeldian rights if the conflict ends after the conditional 
rights assignment.189  Each transaction consists of identification of the specific 
and general type of resolution process, the transaction issue, and the transaction 
outcome.  The following section describes these transactions and the ultimate 
assignment of rights. 

A. Initial Market and Legislative Transactions 

The first transaction occurred during the extended period of time prior to 
the 1970s when the initial decline of red wolves resulted from anti-predator kill-
ings and the decrease in available habitat.  These environmental harms constitute 
costs borne by the environmentalist party and, as an externality, are a failed mar-
ket transaction.190  The transaction issue is to identify who will bear the external 
cost of protecting the wolves and their habitat.  Landowners acted unilaterally on 
the resource.  As privilege holders, landowners benefited from protecting their 
livestock, pets, family, and homes from intruding wolves.  Environmentalist in-
terests were poorly established and organized during this period.  In addition, the 
resources at stake were less scarce in these early years, which indicates a lower 
relative value when compared to competing land uses.  Landowners and envi-
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ronmentalists both lacked knowledge about the ecological importance of red 
wolves in the early years of the conflict.  These conditions led to the market fail-
ure, mainly because of the high costs of transacting and the relatively low trans-
action benefits.  The comparative institutional analysis thus must examine 
whether other resolution processes performed better under these circumstances. 

The 1970s proved to be an era of organized change for environmental-
ists.  Spurred by increasing scarcity, environmentalists’ interests coalesced with 
the formation of catalytic subgroups.  These groups were particularly successful 
in pushing for legislation that protected environmentalists’ interests by constrain-
ing degradatory behavior on public and, more importantly, private lands.  There 
were several key legislative transactions at the federal level that allocated newly 
created conditional rights to environmentalists and eventually provided greater 
protection for threatened and endangered species.  Initial legislation offered only 
limited protection for endangered species.  In 1966, the Endangered Species 
Preservation Act was passed, which was revised in 1969 as the Endangered Spe-
cies Conservation Act.191  The red wolf was listed as federally endangered in 
1967 under provisions of the Endangered Species Preservation Act.192  The most 
meaningful conditional rights, however, were established by the ESA in 1973.  
The transaction issue facing Congress, as it related to the endangered red wolf, 
was whether the government should be allowed to restrain the land-management 
decisions of private landowners so as to protect environmental interests.  The 
ESA established broad powers for the FWS to alter activities on public land and, 
more importantly, to restrict private land use.  In effect, the ESA recognized a 
conditional right for the environmentalist party with a correlative conditional 
duty for private landowners, who lost the privilege to make unconstrained land-
use decisions that affect the wolves and their habitat.  Of course, in 1973 the 
North Carolina landowners probably did not recognize the importance of the 
institutional sea change since red wolves had been eradicated several years ear-
lier, and provisions for reintroduction had yet to be established.  This, in turn, 
implies that the landowner party may not have participated in the ESA-
authorization debate as fully as was warranted by their interests at stake. 
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B. Early Quasi-Judicial Transactions Test Flexibility 

Prior to the ESA, quasi-judicial resolutions had limited effects on the in-
terests of the parties: (1) the red wolf was first identified as endangered in 
1967;193 (2) the captive breeding program began when the first red wolf was taken 
into captivity in 1969;194 and (3) the FWSs first recovery plan was adopted for the 
red wolf.195  Perhaps the earliest substantive legal protections occurred at the state 
level when, by 1970, the Louisiana and Texas state environmental departments 
offered legal protections for the red wolves.196  The ESA, however, provided a 
stronger legislative mandate.  The initial quasi-judicial transactions were the first 
nonlegislative interpretation of the extent to which Congress intended to con-
strain landowner behavior, and the FWS was the primary arbiter in this regard.  
The Red Wolf Recovery Plan was implemented in 1973, initially focusing on 
buffer zones, habitat preservation, and public education.197  However, inadequa-
cies with the initial strategy became clear, and the recovery plan shifted toward 
captive breeding.198  After management in the wild was abandoned, the transac-
tion issues facing the quasi-judicial bodies had a limited impact on the parties.  
The efforts to remove and stabilize the remaining red wolves may have slightly 
benefited both landowners and environmentalists, but it put no constraints on 
land use.  Nevertheless, the initial stages of captive breeding increased scientific 
knowledge and, once the success of captive breeding became apparent, issues 
involving reintroduction naturally arose.   

In 1982, Congress guided these agency decisions through extensive 
amendments to the ESA, which increased the flexibility of the FWS when rein-
troducing endangered species to their historic range.199  This legislative resolution 
relaxed a cornerstone of the Act, the prohibition on the taking of endangered spe-
cies, which was a part of the ESA that was especially controversial when accom-
panied by reintroduction.200  The amended ESA allowed the FWS to designate the 
red wolf as nonessential and experimental, where regulations are similar to those 
of threatened rather than endangered species.201  Thus, the transaction issue facing 
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the FWS after 1982 is raised in two parts:  (1) to what extent will landowners’ 
uses of private land be constrained by the reintroduction and (2) when a conflict 
of use arises, such as the taking of a wolf on private land, to what extent should 
landowners in North Carolina bear the external costs of reintroducing the red 
wolf?  Although many refinements of these issues occurred in subsequent quasi-
judicial transactions, the amendments to the ESA substantially supported the 
interests of landowners because their uses of land would be less restricted than 
they had been prior to 1982.  Of course, environmentalists won to the extent that 
the amendments increased the political palatability of reintroduction and thus 
made reintroduction more likely to occur. 

In the early 1980s, an exogenous event reignited the reintroduction con-
flict between the North Carolina landowners and the environmentalists and dra-
matically altered the landowners’ expectations about private land use.  The origi-
nal wolf reintroduction proposal involved a 170,000 acre site at the Land Be-
tween the Lakes in Tennessee and Kentucky.202  The FWS began studying this 
site in 1979203 and formally proposed reintroduction in 1981,204 but strong opposi-
tion from farmers, state officials, and even defenders of wildlife led to the aban-
donment of the initial reintroduction plan.205  Around this time, Prudential Insur-
ance Company donated 118,000 acres of land in Dare County to the FWS, which 
used these lands to establish the ARNWR in 1984.206  The donation is considered 
to be a quasi-market transaction, or a quid pro quo exchange in which one party 
is the government.207  The transaction issue in any successful market or quasi-
market transaction is whether or not the parties should use contracts, voluntarily, 
to share jointly in the benefits and burdens of conflict resolution.   

This transaction, however, is somewhat novel in that the conditional 
rights allocation between landowners and environmentalists would not have been 
altered but for the actions of a third party, Prudential Insurance Company.  After 
the donation and the quasi-judicial decision to establish the ARNWR, the expec-
tations of landowners and environmentalists were significantly altered.  The con-
ditional rights available to the environmentalist party through the ESA suddenly 
became much more valuable, while the probability increased dramatically that 
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restrictions imposed upon private land use would become binding.  Lands that 
could easily shift to wolf-accommodating private land uses enjoyed windfall 
capitalization—for instance, parcels that enjoyed a comparative advantage in 
tourism.  Owners pursuing land uses in conflict with wolf reintroduction—
livestock or agriculture—who also could not easily alter their land uses, suffered 
from diminished future returns to land and thus lower land values.  These land-
owners thus had an incentive commensurate to the anticipated loss to challenge 
reintroduction at quasi-judicial or judicial bodies.  Such strategic behavior is of-
ten pejoratively labeled rent-seeking; however, one might also view the affected 
landowners as merely responding to the incentives provided by the institutional 
environment. 

The FWS demonstrated quasi-judicial flexibility—and creativity—in 
pursuing efforts to compliment and facilitate the planned reintroduction.  The 
FWS revised the Red Wolf Recovery Plan, and the red wolf was included in the 
American Zoo and Aquarium Association’s Species Survival Plan.208  On No-
vember 19, 1986, the final rule for the recovery plan was issued.209  During initial 
reintroductions in ARNWR, beginning in 1987, the FWS recognized that the 
refuge’s capacity was approximately twenty-five wolves, a number far below the 
Species Survival Plan’s goal of 220 wolves in the wild.210  In 1990, the FWS ob-
tained an additional 104,000 acres of natural habitat near, but not contiguous to, 
the ARNWR.211  This land became known as the Pocosin Lakes National Wildlife 
Refuge (“PLNWR”) and could support a similar number of wolves, though the 
habitat was in closer proximity to private lands and residences than the 
ARNWR.212  In 1993, reintroduction began in the PLNWR.213  A nearby U.S. Air 
Force bombing range was also used as habitat.   

Voluntary agreements with landowners were sought in the areas around 
and between the ARNWR and PLNWR to establish greater roaming areas for the 
wolves.214  By 1995, landowners of 188,000 acres agreed to voluntary restrictions 
on land use to ensure buffer zones for wolves wandering off federal lands.215  
Land subject to these voluntary agreements reached approximately 200,000 acres 
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by 1997.216  No evidence was found to suggest these landowners received com-
pensation for their agreements.  These voluntary agreements imply that some 
landowners in the affected counties benefited from the wolf reintroduction and 
had interests aligned with the environmentalist party.  Other landowners, how-
ever, remained opposed to reintroduction.217  During public hearings about the 
expansion of reintroduction to PLNWR, residents expressed concern about wolf 
attacks on pets and livestock.218   

The landowner concerns were actualized after the PLNWR reintroduc-
tion as reports were made of missing pets and livestock and of wolf sightings on 
roads and private land.219  The means by which the FWS addressed these con-
cerns tended to attenuate the burdens of reintroduction on private land use.220  
FWS accommodations demonstrate a capacity for conflict processing that is more 
flexible and offers more refined resolution than other formal resolution proc-
esses.  The next set of transactions involves such accommodations and introduces 
new efforts by disputants on both sides to use increased scientific capacity to 
claim or reinforce protection of their interests. 

C. Reintroduction Transactions and Quasi-Judicial Attenuation 

Reintroduction began slowly with four pairs of red wolves released in 
1987 at the ARNWR site.221  However, by 1997, the FWS had released seventy-
one red wolves,222 affecting over 560,000 acres in North Carolina,223 representing 
substantive conditional rights for environmentalists.  Red wolves enjoyed pro-
tected habitat, and this habitat may not have earned protection except for the ne-
cessity of reintroduction and opportunity for habitat offered by this region.224  
Environmentalists also achieved reintroduction in an area from which the red 
wolf had long since been eradicated, thus representing the exertion of control 
over a resource that seemed beyond control before the Prudential Company’s 
land donation in 1984.225  The FWS accommodated landowner interests by using 
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the nonessential experimental species designation to lessen constraints on private 
land use and additionally by using the most advanced technology to track, re-
move, and protect the population of reintroduced red wolves.226  These accom-
modations are reviewed because they represent how quasi-judicial bodies can act 
with great flexibility in resolving conflict in the presence of increased scientific 
capacity.  In each case, quasi-judicial resolution is acting under delegated author-
ity from Congress and is faced with the issue of how to refine Congress’s coarse 
allocation of conditional rights and duties.227 

The “nonessential experimental species” designation was adopted in 
1986228 and offered several key exceptions that benefited landowners when com-
pared to typical ESA-taking constraints.  Several key accommodations provided 
landowners with an enlarged choice set from which to make their private land-
use management decisions: 

(4)(i) Any person may take red wolves found on private land . . .   provided that 
such taking is not intentional or willful, or is in defense of that person’s own life or 
the lives of others; and that such taking is reported within 24 hours . . . . 

(iii) Any private landowner, or any other individual having his or her permission, 
may take red wolves found on his or her property . . .  when the wolves are in the act 
of killing livestock or pets, provided that freshly wounded or killed livestock or pets 
are evident and that all such taking shall be reported within 24 hours . . . .  

(iv) Any private landowner, or any other individual having his or her permission, 
may harass red wolves found on his or her property . . . provided that all such har-
assment is by methods that are not lethal or physically injurious to the red wolf and 
is reported within 24 hours . . . .  

(v) Any private landowner may take red wolves found on his or her property . . . af-
ter efforts by project personnel to capture such animals have been abandoned, pro-
vided that the Service project leader or biologist has approved such actions in writ-
ing and all such taking shall be reported within 24 hours . . . .229 

In addition to these exceptions to the taking provision on private land, 
area residents also enjoyed accommodations in the use of public land: 
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(4)(ii) Any person may take red wolves found on lands owned or managed by Fed-
eral, State, or local government agencies . . . provided that such taking is incidental 
to lawful activities, is unavoidable, unintentional, and not exhibiting a lack of rea-
sonable due care, or is in defense of that person’s own life or the lives of others, and 
that such taking is reported within 24 hours . . . .230 

These accommodations could be seen as limitations to the conditional 
rights enjoyed by environmentalists and attenuations of the conditional duties 
borne by landowners.  A final set of exceptions granted quasi-judicial bodies 
greater flexibility in managing the wolf populations so as to address scientific 
constraints associated with the reintroduction and to accommodate landowner 
interests: 

(5) Any employee or agent of the Service or State conservation agency who is des-
ignated for such purposes, when acting in the course of official duties, may take a 
red wolf if such action is necessary to: 

(i) Aid a sick, injured, or orphaned specimen; 

(ii) Dispose of a dead specimen, or salvage a dead specimen which may be use-
ful for scientific study; 

(iii) Take an animal that constitutes a demonstrable but non-immediate threat to 
human safety or that is responsible for depredations to lawfully present domes-
tic animals or other personal property, if it has not been possible to otherwise 
eliminate such depredation or loss of personal property, provided that such tak-
ing must be done in a humane manner, and may involve killing or injuring the 
animal only if it has not been possible to eliminate such threat by live capturing 
and releasing the specimen unharmed on the refuge or Park; 

(iv) Move an animal for genetic purposes.231 

Increased scientific capacity also helped the FWS better manage problem 
wolves and thus mitigate some of the negative effects on landowners of reintro-
duction.  For instance, radio transmitters are attached to all red wolves released 
into the wild,232 which allowed the FWS to track the wolves movement using 
airplanes.233  When reports of sightings or complaints are received from residents 
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in the area, the FWS can quickly locate and remove problem wolves using radio 
telemetry.234  The FWS also traps, vaccinates, and attaches radio collars to wolves 
born in the wild.235 

Presently, the threat of hybridization with coyotes remains.236  The 
ARNWR site was originally chosen, in part, because permanent coyote popula-
tions were estimated to be more than four hundred miles away.237  Coyotes, nev-
ertheless, have emerged as a pressing challenge.  The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Ser-
vice’s strategy of trapping, sterilizing, and killing coyotes has not been com-
pletely successful.238 Feral dogs have also emerged as a problem.239  For instance, 
twenty-one coyotes and dogs were sterilized and thirty-one were euthanized from 
May 1999 through September 2001.240  The increased scientific capacities that 
allow for hybridization testing jeopardize the environmentalists’ conditional 
rights and offer opportunities for landowners to challenge what they view as an 
overly burdensome allocation of duties. 

Despite the FWSs efforts and exceptions to the rule that provided flexi-
bility for landowners, agency staff, and scientists in managing the wolves, mem-
bers of the landowner party contended that the constraints on private land use 
were unwarranted.241  The landowners would eventually raise a Constitutional 
question, challenging the ability of the FWS to promulgate the rule.242  Prior to 
the judicial challenge however, the landowners used increased scientific capacity 
at the quasi-judicial process to challenge the constraints.243 

D. Strategic Use of Increased Scientific Capacity in Quasi-Judicial Transac-
tions 

During the initial years of reintroduction, the FWS produced a refined 
resolution, which balanced landowner and environmentalist interests and which 
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demonstrated the flexibility of quasi-judicial processes in general.244  However, 
increased scientific capacity had had a limited impact and tended to benefit the 
environmentalist party.  The landowner party began to use science to challenge 
the resolution and the key event was a particularly controversial taking of a red 
wolf.245   

In October 1990, Richard Mann, a North Carolina landowner, shot and 
killed a red wolf that was threatening his cattle.246  Mann was confronted by the 
FWS soon after killing the red wolf.247  In terms of environmental transactions, 
Mann’s actions exemplify an illegal externality—an externality explicitly pro-
scribed by a formal rights regime.  If not fined, this type of incident may have 
signaling value for other conflicts and thus shift landowner expectations.  Institu-
tions, however, were in place to resolve such complications, and Mann, who pled 
guilty to his crime, was prosecuted, fined $2,000, sentenced to build “wolf-
houses,” and feed the wolves.248  The Mann incident catalyzed opposition to the 
constraints borne by landowners.249   

The first major challenge began in September 1991 when the American 
Sheep Industry Association filed a petition to delist the red wolf from the ESA.250  
The petition was filed, at least in part, in response to a 1991 scientific paper.251  
Robert Wayne and Susan Jenks’ analysis of mitochondrial DNA demonstrated 
hybridization for all red wolves: “[T]he red wolf is entirely a hybrid form or a 
distinct taxon that hybridized with coyotes and grey wolves over much of its pre-
vious geographical range.”252  The petition contended that the evidence of hy-
bridization warranted (1) the removal of the red wolf from the U.S. Endangered 
Species List; (2) suspension of release programs in eight states until the delisting 
decision was made; and (3) suspension of funding for the red wolf program until 
the delisting decision was made.253  The petition exemplifies how increased scien-
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tific capacity can trigger a quasi-judicial transaction, as procedures in the ESA 
required the FWS to make a finding within ninety days.254   

Nevertheless, the FWS found that the petition did not warrant delisting 
because it did not offer “substantial information.”255  Specifically, the FWS found 
that the available data did not provide “substantial support” for hybridization256 
and that the scientific results were “misinterpreted” by considering mitochondrial 
DNA from the Wayne and Jenks study to be “equivalent” to nuclear DNA.257  
The FWS concluded that “the best scientific and commercial data” supported 
continued listing.258  The National Wildlife Institute mounted a similar challenge 
in 1994, arguing that the hybridization evidence about the red wolf made listing 
non-essential to the survival of the species.259  On December 9, 1997, the FWS 
found this petition to be unwarranted, stating that new scientific evidence that 
questioned hybridization existed.260 

The ostensible arena of these disputes had moved from politics to sci-
ence, yet the quasi-judicial transactions concerned the same interests at stake.  
The landowners sought to reallocate the conditional rights so as to expand the 
opportunities for private land use.261  Because the transaction issues were couched 
as scientific ones—to evaluate competing scientific data and interpretations—
quasi-judicial bodies were relatively well positioned to spend the time and apply 
a higher level of expertise.  Courts and legislatures are comparatively less flexi-
ble, have less expertise, and can offer less refined outcomes.  These transactions 
were also important because the North Carolina landowners were joined in their 
cause by catalytic subgroups and landowners from other states, who feared simi-
lar restrictions.262  This increased the number of affected parties and the interests 
at stake, which in turn increased the incentives to defend the interests of the land-
owners’ party.  When the FWS found the petition to be unwarranted, they reaf-
firmed the environmentalists’ conditional right to enjoy protection of their inter-
ests in free-roaming red wolves.263   
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In addition to using increased scientific capacity to try to shape quasi-
judicial outcomes, the landowner party also used political means to ease con-
straints on their behavior.  In 1994, the North Carolina legislature passed a law 
which allowed people to kill red wolves that strayed onto private property in four 
counties.264  The purpose of the law was to allow property owners to trap or kill 
any wolves that they “reasonably believed” were threatening the person’s life, 
lives of others, or lives of livestock on the property.265  The U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the Fourth Circuit subsequently pointed out that one of the principal 
ways that the North Carolina law conflicted with federal regulations is that it 
allowed landowners to take wolves that they “reasonably believed” would be a 
threat, as opposed to wolves “in the act” of killing livestock or pets as required 
under federal regulations.266  The transaction issue before the North Carolina leg-
islature was whether the State should partially reverse the federal conditional 
rights allocation by attenuating some of the constraints on landowners’ manage-
ment of their private lands.   

The immediate result of the law was to give landowners an enhanced 
right to take or kill wolves on private property.  In addition, this created a direct 
conflict between FWS regulations regarding the red wolf under the ESA and the 
state laws of North Carolina.  Until the conflict between federal and state law 
could be resolved, this resolution left environmentalists with a conditional duty to 
bear the costs of diminished protections for the red wolf population.  The North 
Carolina law triggered institution of the Gibbs case, and the law would later be 
nullified in 2000.267 

The FWS and environmentalist party, in response, used the quasi-judicial 
process to attenuate the impact of the North Carolina law.  Procedures were es-
tablished so that landowners could be compensated for depredation of pets and 
livestock.268  The FWS also revised the regulations to further relax the constraints 
on landowners by allowing them to kill wolves when depredation occurred on 
private land.269  Nevertheless, the revised FWS policy was stricter than the state 
law because wounded livestock or animals were required to be produced to jus-
tify the taking.270  Landowners benefited from the relaxed ESA regulations by 
bearing fewer conditional duties in defending against red wolves, while environ-
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mentalists’ conditional rights were reduced.  Despite the persisting conflict be-
tween state and federal laws, the FWS demonstrated the flexibility of the quasi-
judicial processes in making accommodations for landowners’ use of private 
land.271 

At the federal level, the landowners made further legislative challenges 
by attacking the financing of the recovery plan.  In 1995, an amendment to the 
Interior Appropriation Bill was offered in the Senate, which would suspend all 
funding for the recovery program during the 1996 fiscal year and thereafter.272  
Landowners hoped legislators would reassign rights in the red wolf conflict di-
rectly and thus bypass the quasi-judicial process, where the FWS refused to lib-
erate landowners fully from the constraints of reintroduction.273  The Senate de-
cided, by a narrow margin, to continue funding the recovery program.274   

In sum, the landowners’ party acted strategically.  Displeased with the 
initial allocation of rights from the FWS, they used the state and federal legisla-
tures to attenuate the constraints on their use of private land.275  Moreover, the 
landowners questioned the appropriateness of the quasi-judicial listing decision 
using increased scientific capacity.276  Although the legislative and quasi-judicial 
strategies were not completely successful, the landowners’ victory at the North 
Carolina legislature triggered the judicial review that would ultimately settle this 
conflict.277 

E. Judicial Transactions 

Prior to 1997, the environmental transactions, which were most impor-
tant to the private parties to the conflict, involved the main quasi-judicial body, 
the FWS which struggled to accommodate landowner and environmental inter-
ests while also addressing increased scientific capacity.278  Initially, increased 
scientific capacity allowed scientists to remove red wolves from the environment, 
establish a successful captive breeding program, and rapidly prepare for reintro-
duction.  Later, however, increased scientific capacity in the form of genetic evi-
dence of hybridization was used to challenge the original listing decision and, 
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thus, reintroduction.279  Congress, with the ESA, had not given the FWS a great 
deal of guidance in adjusting policy to reflect increased scientific capacity.  The 
FWS demonstrated the relative flexibility and speed with which a quasi-judicial 
body could act to adjust periodically the allocation of conditional rights in the 
face of changing information or preferences.280  Nevertheless, the patchwork so-
lution of the FWS lacked a comprehensive, coherent plan and was not capable of 
resolving the constitutional issues raised by North Carolina’s new law.  This 
limitation was addressed by judicial review in federal courts.281 

Oddly, the constitutional challenge did not arise from the prosecution of 
a landowner who violated the FWS regulations or the North Carolina statute.282  
Rather, on March 3, 1997, Richard Lee Mann and Charles Gibbs instituted a law-
suit against Department of the Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt in U.S. District 
Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina.283  The lawsuit challenged the 
federal authority to control private land management.284  On October 27, 1997, 
Defenders of Wildlife were added to the case as defendant-interveners.285  The 
transaction issue was whether the FWS rules, under delegated authority from 
Congress, were a valid exercise of constitutional power.  The court determined 
that the commerce clause warranted congressional action because red wolf re-
lated tourism was a part of interstate commerce.286  Thus, the conditional rights 
allocation generated by the FWS was validated. 

During the judicial transactions, increased scientific capacity continued 
to complicate resolution of the conflict.  This, in turn, affected the judicial proc-
essing.  In 1999, the aforementioned evidence of coyote and feral-dog cross-
breeding was documented.287  In addition, a government study showed that if this 
genetic trend continued, in twelve to twenty-four years the red wolf “would be 
unrecognizable” from coyotes.288  Another study found that the effect of reintro-
duction on landowners was significant; in 1998, forty-one of seventy-five wolves 
in the wild lived on private land around the refuge.289  By 2001, the wolf popula-
tion had grown to about one hundred, even though 161 wolves had died from 
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natural causes, car collisions, or unknown reasons.290  The judicial opinions noted 
many of these facts, which suggests that hybridization and the rapidly expanding 
wolf population may have influenced their thinking even though the legal issue 
was more abstruse. 

The decision of the district court was appealed to the Fourth Circuit, and 
argued on October 28, 1999.291  The Fourth Circuit affirmed the ruling on June 6, 
2000, in a two-to-one decision.292  The majority opinion expanded the district 
court’s theory of interstate commerce, concluding that “[t]he red wolves are part 
of a $29.2 billion national wildlife-related recreational industry that involves 
tourism and interstate travel.”293  The court also stated that the legislative, not the 
judicial process, must weigh the “scientific value and commercial impact” of the 
conflict.294  Finally, on February 20, 2001, the U.S. Supreme Court declined to 
reopen the debate over the ESAs impact on private landowners.295  The case was 
turned away without comment, solidifying the duty of landowners to abide by 
endangered species regulations on private land.296  Environmentalists were the 
final right holders and gained the ability to enjoy their preferred use of public and 
private lands involving the red wolves. 

F. Conflict Outcome 

The broader environmental conflict involved issues that are more funda-
mental than the legal questions answered by the Gibbs court.  Collectively, the 
resolution processes determined the extent to which landowners would be con-
strained in their use of private land so as to accommodate environmentalists’ 
interests in the red wolf reintroduction.297  In other words, the conflict outcome 
dictated what costs would be borne by private landowners and what costs would 
be borne by environmentalists when habitat conducive to endangered species is 
designated for these areas.  The conflict began in an informal rights regime, 
where environmentalists fully bore the costs of landowners’ privately optimal 
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behavior.298  Then, individual environmental transactions progressively refined 
the allocation of conditional rights.299  Finally, the U.S. Supreme Court let the 
Fourth Circuit’s interpretation of the constitutional issues stand and thereby fully 
formalized the property rights at stake.300   

Environmentalists, scientists, and their associated catalytic subgroups na-
tionwide secured a formal right to affect the landowners’ management of private 
land near the ARNWR.301  Landowners were left with somewhat attenuated du-
ties not to take red wolves wandering off public land.302  This limitation on the 
freedom of action ensures a type of habitat management that may not have been 
selected by landowners if they were free to do as they wanted.303  In addition to 
landowners in North Carolina facing prosecution for violating the rules estab-
lished under the ESA and refined by the FWS, they also lost some ability to pro-
tect themselves, their family, their pets, and their livestock from the threat of a 
wolf attack.304  This permanently alters their expectations about the returns to 
certain land uses and thus codifies the new institutional environment in which 
they may select privately optimal land uses.305 

At a broader level, the environmentalist party may have also benefited 
from the value this conflict holds as a signal to future disputants.  The judicial 
system signaled that reintroductions under the ESA will be constitutionally valid 
under the commerce clause even when private land use is affected.306  The out-
come of red wolf reintroduction also reduces the institutional uncertainty facing 
supporters of other experimental endangered species programs for large preda-
tors, including the gray wolf and grizzly bear.  Tactics observed and lessons 
learned throughout this conflict will help environmentalists deal with future 
stakeholder acceptance, law enforcement, and landowner incentives.  Moreover, 
future reintroductions may be more boldly implemented, especially in terms of 
the required encumbrances on private land use. 

The red wolf conflict also revealed the importance of increased scientific 
capacity and, perhaps, offered a preview of the manner through which quasi-
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judicial and judicial bodies will deal with evolving capacity in the future.307  In-
creased scientific capacity was a necessary condition for this ultimate resolution 
because it allowed the recovery plan to be implemented.308  However, increased 
scientific capacity can also be used to challenge the validity of the reintroduc-
tion.309  These issues increasingly arose as the conflict progressed.  Hybridization 
was the key challenge, but one could imagine other conflicts involving scientific 
debates about aspects of the habitat, competing species, human health, and clon-
ing.  Experience with the red wolf suggests that the main arbiter of science will 
be the quasi-judicial process.  Until the legislature decides to clarify interpreta-
tion of the challenges of increased scientific capacity—such as an amendment 
addressing hybridization—quasi-judicial bodies enjoy the best position to offer 
flexible, refined dispute resolution even though these ad hoc outcomes do not 
necessarily involve coherent policies or a consistent scientific bases. 

VI. A COMPARATIVE INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF GIBBS 

The main resolution processes encountered in the red wolf conflict were 
the market, legislative, quasi-judicial, and judicial.310  The failed market resolu-
tion of externality prevailed in the early years of the conflict.311  During this pre-
sumptive rights regime, landowners and others were able to advance substantially 
their interests without constraints on land use.  Then the ESA, other laws, and the 
initial quasi-judicial transactions dramatically reallocated economic opportuni-
ties312 by granting a conditional right to the environmentalists and a conditional 
duty to landowners.313  The importance of this reallocation was initially misper-
ceived because the captive breeding program removed wolves from the wild and 
thus, apparently, perpetuated the landowners’ privileged use of land.314  The leg-
islative process was crucial in creating the first version of the ESA, but more 
importantly for adding the nonessential experimental species clause to the Act in 
the amendments, which lessened the burden on landowners of reintroducing the 
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red wolf.315  Reintroduction in the 1980s reignited the conflict, and thus the sub-
sequent transactions were the most important for drawing lessons for compara-
tive institutional analysis.  These were also the transactions that dealt with the 
major issues arising from increased scientific capacity.  These transactions were 
primarily quasi-judicial, occurring at the FWS,316 and judicial, occurring within 
the federal court system.317   

The application of comparative institutional analysis will consist of two 
steps.  The performance of the quasi-judicial and judicial processes are assessed, 
first, in terms of procedural fairness, and second, in terms of substantive effi-
ciency.  Komesar argues that comparative institutional analysis requires goal 
choice (here, fairness and efficiency) and institutional choice (here, quasi-judicial 
and judicial).318  The data in the background and environmental-transactions sec-
tions identifies the participation costs facing the parties and the allocation of 
rights and duties, which offer evidence about the relative performance of the 
processes.319 

A. Assessing Procedural Fairness 

It is not surprising that when compared to other resolution processes the 
quasi-judicial and the judicial processes tend to produce procedurally fair re-
sults.320  Unlike the coarse procedures of market externalities, which completely 
ignore the interests of environmentalists, and the legislative process, which uni-
laterally assigns conditional rights to environmentalists, the quasi-judicial and 
judicial processes offer opportunities for disputants to argue for more subtle re-
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finements to the allocation of conditional rights.321  Each opportunity to challenge 
a conditional rights allocation typically led to a more elaborate, refined specifica-
tion of rights and duties rather than an entirely new conditional rights allocation.  
This subsection argues that the FWS had a superior ability to protect procedural 
fairness when compared to the judiciary. 

The 1982 revisions to the ESA empowered the FWS to alter protections 
for reintroduced species and allowed them to address some aspects of increased 
scientific capacity.322  This amendment allowed the FWS to make the first subtle 
adjustments to the conditional rights allocation assigned by the ESA.323  The suc-
cess of the captive breeding program led to the need to reintroduce wolves, but 
reintroduction with full prohibitions against taking an endangered species meant 
that affected landowners would not be able to continue a land use for which they 
had enjoyed a privilege since eradication.  Any affected landowner likely had 
substantially manifested reasonable investment-backed expectations for their 
land uses, even if they had no actual right.  Regardless of whether they had been 
sufficiently constrained to warrant compensation for a regulatory taking, basic 
fairness considerations suggest that they may be unduly bearing societal burdens 
for the reintroduction of the red wolves.324   

The FWS demonstrated flexibility in processing landowner objections to 
reintroduction, and the more equitable distribution of benefits and burdens aris-
ing from these interactions seemed to be arrived at in a procedurally fair man-
ner.325  First, the FWS negotiated the donation of the ARNWR land so as to pro-
vide habitat for the red wolf on public land, which did not force private landown-
ers, as a group, to bear the entire burden of reintroduction.326  Landowners, in-
stead, were only required to bear the burden of red wolves that strayed from the 
refuge.327  Second, the landowners’ duty to accommodate straying red wolves was 
attenuated by defining the red wolf as an experimental species, which limited 
liability for landowners taking the species.  In addition, the FWS had procedures 
and staff in place for removing or relocating red wolves that became a nui-
sance.328  The latter process further demonstrates the flexibility of the quasi-
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judicial bodies, which not only arbitrate disputes but also implement laws and 
regulations.   

The instances of quasi-judicial dispute processing that involved increased 
scientific capacity may have been less fair procedurally because the issues raised 
did not fit well into existing conflict resolution procedures.  Specifically, land-
owners used the genetic evidence of hybridization to argue repeatedly to delist 
the red wolf.329  The FWS heard and denied each request.330  One may infer from 
the judicial record that the FWS administered procedurally fair reviews of the 
delisting requests.  The subsequent judicial proceedings did not claim that the 
FWS violated notice or hearing requirements,331 nor were their decisions arbitrary 
or capricious.  Detailed documents were published with the FWS’s decisions.332  
Nevertheless, the FWS may have been somewhat constrained by its legislative 
mandate or its own interests in processing hybridization issues fairly. 

In comparative institutional analysis, it is insufficient to point to the 
shortcomings or successes in one resolution process without also judging the 
performance of other resolution processes in addressing the same issues.333  Did 
the judiciary perform better than the quasi-judicial bodies in processing the red 
wolf conflict?  There were only three judicial transactions, and the most funda-
mental requirements of procedural fairness were satisfied.334  For instance, the 
landowner party was supported by a catalytic subgroup and the North Carolina 
government, which meant that limitations of sophistication and financial re-
sources that may have jeopardized an individual landowner’s case were not at 
issue in Gibbs.335  Indeed, the evidence suggests that landowners were able to 
participate fully with their catalytic subgroups and state government representa-
tives in the judicial process.336 

The judicial process, nonetheless, may have limited the landowners’ abil-
ity to make their best arguments regarding the conflict because the legal issue 
was substantially different from the fundamental conflict issue.337  The judicial 
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challenge, involving the primacy of North Carolina laws and the ability to en-
force FWS regulations, was reduced to a question of whether reintroduced red 
wolves affected interstate commerce.338  In contrast, the conflict issue focused on 
whether the landowners could be constrained in their use of land to accommodate 
the red wolf.339  Rather than simply being able to argue for their private interests, 
the judicial process forced landowners to challenge federal authority directly.  To 
some extent, this creates an asymmetric distribution of stakes and promotes a 
bias that works against the interests of the landowners.  The impact of the deci-
sion and the incentives for the government to mount a vigorous defense seem out 
of proportion with the somewhat limited question of land use.  In deciding to 
mount a legal challenge, the landowners themselves raised the visibility and im-
portance of the conflict.340  The judicial procedures demonstrated procedural fair-
ness, but the questions raised were broader than the interests of the private par-
ties.  Moreover, the legal issue was framed so as to determine an absolute winner 
and an absolute loser.341  This prevented the design of creative compromises, 
which were more available in the quasi-judicial processes.  Also, in contrast to 
quasi-judicial resolution, the legal issue did not allow the landowners to raise 
challenges based on increased scientific capacity, although they were noted in the 
opinions.342   

The judicial resolution formalized the previously issued FWS regula-
tions, which protected the environmental party’s interests while somewhat limit-
ing the burden on landowners.343  Nevertheless, landowners were ultimately con-
strained in their land-use decisions.  Despite accommodations to landowners, 
some land-use constraints associated with reintroduction were borne by a small 
set of landowners in the historic range of the red wolf.344  Many others in the his-
toric range bore no costs.  The differential effects between affected landowners 
and unaffected landowners imply that some substantive unfairness resulted from 
the quasi-judicial and judicial decisions even though the processes exhibited pro-
cedural fairness.  One might call upon average reciprocity of advantage to justify 
such differential effects; landowners are encumbered in this instance, but they 
benefit from constraints on others.  In the aggregate, everyone is better off due to 
the multilateral constraints.  Alternatively, one may argue that the new institu-
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tional environment defined the relative scarcity of land uses in such a way as to 
benefit most landowners.  For example, landowners may have been constrained 
in their current land use, but new tourism markets were created which benefited 
landowners in this area of North Carolina and not other landowners in the his-
toric range of the red wolf.  It can best be summed up by saying that governmen-
tal regulations create “takings” and “givings.”  

B. Assessing Substantive Efficiency 

Substantive efficiency reflects an allocation of resources that maximizes 
the value of social product.  Many different efficiency criteria could be applied—
some of which fundamentally differ in concept—while others substantially over-
lap.  Komesar has used the most general efficiency criterion, “resource allocation 
efficiency,”345 which generally accords with Kaldor-Hicks efficiency or potential 
Pareto improvements.  Others prefer the perspective of the Pigovian tradition to 
locate substantively efficient outcomes in the internalization of negative external-
ities (i.e., market failures leading to inefficiency).  One perspective in the Coa-
sean tradition argues for a focus on assigning rights rather than worrying about 
internalizing externalities.346  Coase has pointed out that when transaction costs 
are low, relative to the gains from trade, resource allocation efficiency through 
bargaining is achieved regardless of who is assigned the right.347  In the red wolf 
conflict, the transaction costs seem to be quite high relative to the values at stake.  
This is common in environmental conflicts and suggests that the initial allocation 
of rights has an important effect on resource allocation efficiency.348  Specifically, 
the party with the highest valued use must get the right for there to be substantive 
efficiency.349  Analysis of substantive efficiency thus depends on which party has 
the highest valued use.350 

The majority opinion in Gibbs makes clear that this conflict involves 
market and nonmarket values, which are difficult to measure and compare.351  
The court was unwilling to apply a precise calculus to this issue and, in its de-
fense, offers a comparative result on substantive efficiency:  
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The regulation here targets takings that are economically motivated—farmers take 
wolves to protect valuable livestock and crops.  It is for Congress, not the courts, to 
balance economic effects—namely whether the negative effects on interstate com-
merce from the red wolf predation are outweighed by the benefits to commerce from 
a restoration of this species.  To say that courts are ill-suited for this act of empirical 
and political judgment is an understatement.352 

A resolution process tends to be substantively efficient when its transac-
tions award more complete rights to the party with the highest valued use.353  This 
conflict deals with a natural resource whose value is difficult to calculate, but 
evidence of this value does exist.354  The use values associated with both parties 
are less difficult to quantify; the environmentalists’ party seeks tourism and, ac-
cording to the majority opinion in Gibbs, resumption of the fur trade.355  The 
landowners’ party argues for an unconstrained use of land, but their interest 
could be better described as seeking to maximize the private returns to the use of 
their land.356  In addition, the landowners’ stake is the opportunity cost of the 
constrained land use—not the value of their land.  The landowners’ stake there-
fore is the difference between the returns to land in the unconstrained use and 
returns to land in the constrained use. 

Some evidence on the use values associated with the conflict is available 
in the judicial record.357  The Fourth Circuit noted an unpublished study that 
claims tourism revenues associated with the red wolf reintroduction could range 
from $39,610,000 to $183,650,000 per year.358  The court noted that the “national 
wildlife-related recreational industry” is $29.2 billion.359  The court also sug-
gested that scientific research constitutes a significant use value and has an im-
portant economic impact because it may generate jobs.360 

It is even more difficult to quantify the non-use values environmentalists 
hold for the reintroduction of the red wolf.  Environmentalism is popular in con-
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temporary society, and any court ruling will have associated effects on other ESA 
programs.  The red wolf, like other wolves and large predators, has increased in 
popularity and public support.  Charismatic mega-fauna361 capture public interest, 
gather lobbyist support, and influence courts and legislatures.  Although the envi-
ronmentalists include a large number of people with low average per capita 
stakes in the red wolf conflict, it is unknown how “low” this average is.  The 
difference between $1.00 and $10.00 average per capita stakes in the red wolf 
conflict could be tens of millions of dollars given the large number of people 
holding non-use values.  Clearly, the determination of the highest valued use 
depends most directly on the average per capita stakes for the environmentalists’ 
non-use values. 

Economists use formal techniques like contingent valuation to estimate 
non-use values, especially for environmental resources.  Although no contingent 
valuation studies were found on the red wolf reintroduction, a closely related 
study of wolf recovery in Yellowstone National Park was published in 1991.362  
This contingent valuation study asked respondents to value the recovery of ten to 
twelve wolf packs in Yellowstone.363  Since the respondents were park visitors, 
their willingness to pay for recovery might include use and non-use values.364  
The mean willingness to pay for recovery was $69.97 and the median was 
$18.68.365  A similar study was conducted in Sweden to estimate the value of a 
viable Swedish wolf population.366  Mean annual willingness to pay was esti-
mated to be $77.00 to $99.00, while the corresponding median value was $11.00 
to $22.00.367   

Extrapolating from these results, it appears that the Red Wolf Recovery 
Program may provide substantial values to the environmentalist party through 
use and non-use values.  As such, the authors will presume that the environmen-
talist party has the higher valued use.  This assumption implies that transactions, 
which allocate conditional rights to the environmental party, tend to demonstrate 
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substantive efficiency.  Consequently, the judicial processes generate efficient 
results.  The initial transactions in the quasi-judicial process demonstrated sub-
stantive efficiency because conditional rights were firmly established for the en-
vironmentalist party.  However, later quasi-judicial transactions that attenuated 
the constraints on landowners may have been suboptimal. 

Once final rights are assigned—which occurred when the Supreme Court 
denied certiorari—then the parties may be able to use market processes to reallo-
cate resources to achieve the most efficient distribution of rights.  For instance, 
landowners, who now know that the constraints on their land use are permanent, 
are able to balance the net benefits of continuing the current land use with alter-
nate land uses, such as converting from livestock agriculture to residences or 
commercial tourism.  Environmentalists also have the opportunity to “vote with 
their pocketbooks.”  Environmentalists can reveal their demand for tourist and 
residential activities, which are enhanced by the wolves.  Alternatively, environ-
mentalists can seek enhanced management of private lands by purchasing land 
from the landowners and donating it to the government or private land trusts. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE COMPARATIVE INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF GIBBS 

The quasi-judicial and judicial resolution processes generated the most 
important environmental transactions that were responsible for resolving this 
conflict.  Through their collective powers of interpretation, application, and 
judicial review, the FWS and the federal courts generated an outcome that was 
largely efficient and protected procedural fairness.  The analysis suggests that the 
quasi-judicial process was superior in ensuring procedural fairness because it 
allowed many opportunities to refine the conditional rights allocation and more 
effectively addressed increased scientific capacity.  In contrast, the judicial 
process tended to focus on a single legal issue that detracted from the 
fundamental conflict issue.  Certainly, the quasi-judicial process was better 
positioned to deal with the real issue at stake.  The analysis also suggests that the 
judicial process produced more substantively efficient outcomes because the 
party with the highest valued use won.  Shortcomings in the substantive 
efficiency of the quasi-judicial process arose from inordinate limitations on the 
conditional rights assigned to environmentalists.  Judicial review merely 
validated the conditional rights assignment of the quasi-judicial process. 

Both processes inadequately addressed the issue of increased scientific 
capacity.  The most successful attempt to address increased scientific capacity 
was the 1982 amendments to the ESA and the subsequent  rules adopted by the 
FWS, which allowed for the nonessential experimental species designation.  
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Nonessential experimental species designation allows the FWS to overcome 
some landowner objections to the new and particularly contentious concept of 
reintroduction.  This demonstrated the flexibility of the quasi-judicial process to 
adapt to increased scientific capacity.  However, the quasi-judicial process was 
less successful in addressing the hybridization issue, which arose in the 1990s.  
Indeed, the FWS seemed to lack adequate procedures for fully dealing with this 
new information.  The judicial process may have more success in the future in 
interpreting statutes with regard to these issues.  In its current form, however, the 
judicial process was constrained to the legal issues raised and increased scientific 
capacity had no role in its dispute processing. 

A. Implications—Disputes with Increased Scientific Capacity 

This article has reviewed the issue of increased scientific capacity and 
the performance of dispute processing in a leading ESA conflict.  The main les-
son learned is that although quasi-judicial and judicial processes perform well in 
assigning refined rights, the procedures for dealing with increased scientific ca-
pacity are poorly developed.  Many questions of law and policy are raised.  Has 
the application of the ESA begun to slide down a slippery slope where highly 
contentious conflicts of interest are inappropriately affected by or even 
exacerbated by new technology?  Will the ESA be perversely implemented on 
species kept “artificially” alive or viable through technology?  Will technological 
advances be used to control land uses on private lands through reintroductions?  
Will science further constrain landowners currently affected by ESA restrictions?  
Will an increasingly expansive ESA undercut its political feasibility? 

Scholarly research on increased scientific capacity and the comparative 
institutional analysis of the red wolf conflict suggests answers to some of these 
questions.  First, the most direct way to deal with issues of increased scientific 
capacity is with the legislative process through an amended ESA.  However, the 
political feasibility and the capacity of the legislature to codify social preferences 
for a constantly evolving scientific capacity are unclear.  Environmental interests 
may also be as wary about reopening debate on the ESA as landowners are about 
the possibility of a more far-reaching ESA.  Both groups may prefer the imper-
fect-but-flexible-resolutions offered by quasi-judicial bodies. 

Thus, a second conclusion points to the potential flexibility of quasi-
judicial processes in dealing with increased scientific capacity.  Quasi-judicial 
bodies have the expertise and time to make sensible rules, which process new 
genetic evidence and capabilities for reintroducing species to their natural habi-
tats.  The quasi-judicial process is, nonetheless, vulnerable to strategic use and 
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can develop its own interests.  The red wolf conflict demonstrated that the FWS 
accommodated increased scientific capacity in terms of reintroduction better than 
genetic evidence on hybridization.  Landowner parties will likely increase their 
challenges of the genetic applicability of ESA rules and perhaps reduce the num-
ber of challenges in courts.   

There also may be future opportunities for environmental parties to use 
the ESA perversely to secure joint benefits.  Reintroduction can be used to 
protect key habitat and the species itself, so some environmental groups may 
prefer trading off some species protection for greater habitat protection.  This 
threat may increase with the potential to generate endangered species in the 
laboratory.  The effect of increased scientific capacity on habitat conservation 
plans, which were popular during the Clinton administration, remains unknown.  
In sum, it is more likely that scientific discoveries may be applied strategically to 
well-intentioned laws for rent seeking and to the detriment of social efficiency. 

Third, the emerging disconnection between the genetics of listed species 
and current species raises important policy issues concerning the effect on private 
landowners who maintain habitat for these species.  A naïve perspective of the 
1973 ESA seemed to accept that nature was an effective randomizing device, 
where all landowners risked being constrained if a species on their land turned 
out to be endangered or threatened.  After several years of the ESA, however, the 
snail darter conflict368 clarified that the ESA could be used selectively to preserve 
habitat on certain lands of political interest.  More recently, policy makers have 
been concerned with preemptive habitat destruction, where a landowner selects a 
land-use management plan that destroys habitat that might be constrained in the 
future.  Reintroduction intensifies all these concerns.  ESA affected landowners 
are no longer victims of chance:  it is scientists and others in the policy process 
who identify those to be constrained.  Reintroduction also limits landowners’ 
option for preemptive habitat destruction, their primary extra-legal resolution 
process.  The possibility of reintroduction coupled with advances in the labora-
tory could potentially affect almost any owner of undeveloped land.  This ex-
pands the numbers sharing interests with the landowner party who may object to 
the ESA.  At the same time, a broader application of the ESA, resulting from 
increased scientific capacity, will likely enhance the total non-use values accru-
ing to environmentalists, but at a decreasing rate.   

After some critical point, further extensions of the ESA may generate 
more aggregate animosity than support, and ultimately, more costs than benefits.  
The red wolf conflict demonstrates how quasi-judicial processes, in conjunction 
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with judicial review, will likely make such trade offs.  However, if one is only 
concerned with the effect of increased scientific capacity on the coherence of the 
ESA—and not the broader issues associated with comparative institutional analy-
sis—then the clear implication is that Congress must revisit the ESA and give 
guidance.  Congressional intent must be clarified on how the interests of land-
owners and environmentalists will be balanced when new genetic evidence 
emerges, particularly with regard to hybridization, when reintroduction is appro-
priate, what the limitations to reintroduction are, what criteria should be used to 
determine the viability of species in the wild versus species in the laboratory, and 
to what extent should viability affect listing and delisting procedures. 
 


